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About This Game

The saga continues! Etherlords II takes you back to the world of Ether and into a whole new realm of fantastic possibilities.
Lead your hero on an unforgettable journey through lands filled with unsurpassed beauty and danger to unlock the ultimate

mystery.

Etherlords II is an exciting mix of role-play and tactical turn-based combat in the best traditions of fantasy trading card games.

This version of the game supports co-op battles via Internet, including Round Table mode: round robin elimination tournament
with random set of cards.

Key Features

Five campaigns covering a magnificent fantasy world

Hundreds of spells and creatures combine to create nearly unlimited tactical possibilities

New monsters and magic that can be used by any of the four races

Enhance your Hero’s skills throughout each campaign with new spells, creatures and abilities.

Non-linear missions with multiple paths to completion
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Thorough tutorial system to help you learn basic and advanced dueling tactics

4 multiplayer modes. A dedicated master server that calculates and maintains your statistics and raitings
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Title: Etherlords II
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Nival
Publisher:
Nival
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2003

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: Pentium III 600 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D-accelerator AGP with 16 Mb RAM

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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Old but very good game.. Good old classic game right here! Solid gameplay, and pretty fun if you're into the whole turn based
strategy game genre..
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everyone who played magic(cards), or any other type of thies games. The story is pretty simple and graphics arent great, but if
you like old school games, I think you will like this.. Fun classic game. It has some quirks nowadays (you cannot alttab, it will
crash. Looks and feels old. Combat gets pretty stale at moments) but if you don't mind that and are looking for a classic
experience and classic take on the CCG.

Have to admit though that it got a bit stale after a while; too many random enemies and at some points in missions, as I needed
to farm for the XP, I just let autobattle on, pressed spacebar and skipped the fight. Luckely the story was pretty interesting!

5.5/10, passing grade. Graphics are nowhere as good as what is shown in the screenshots on the store page. The interface sorely
needs an update i.e. I can't even scroll the window as the camera view is locked to the hero's position. Also, the various abilities
could be better explained such as what Regenaration (1) means. If this game is remade with a better interface and achievements,
I will definitely recommend it! But not as it is now though... reminds me of the old Shandalar game, this is that good!. This is a
fun game. Nothing earth shattering, but it's well worth the price. I do wish it had more resolution options, but that's a small
quibble.

You have 18 (or 16, can't remember) spell / card slots and as you progress through the story you build your deck. In combat, you
get a random hand from that pool with additional cards each turn. I do like the mana system - it's not cards like a lot of card
games. Your mana increasea over time and can be boosted with spells (and you can reduce your opponent's). Feels nice.. i
bought the game and the resolution showes only the top corner of the screen the farthest i can see is the encyclopedia option .
can you please fix this because i really want to play but if you cant fix i would like my money back at least.

works now great game but pretty hard. Oh my goodnes was this AWFUL... I trried to undrestand and play..I've been playing
computer games for 20 years... this was just terrible. I could never understand how to play this game.. Game of my childhood!
Best card game ever!
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i have played through the 1rst and half trough the 2nd campaign.
The problem is that your cardpool is very limited; at the very end of the 1rst campaign it feels for the 1rst time that i had a
decent amount of card to build a deck i would like - but then the campaing ended and you start the next with none of those
collected cards.
The 2nd campaign is even worse. The cards you get are so very limited in their effects ( like you dont get any creatures that are
usefull to block and only 1 kind of flying creature) that every battle is just a pain.

The gameplay between the fights i would hardly call gameplay. you just walk around a map where you screen is very small and
you go to battle after battle.

Overall this is nothing compared to mtg, where you can and have to think hard about cool card combinations, this game is like
playing mtg with like 10 random booster packs.

as the whole mechanics and graphic are pretty much outdated., i would rather comment playing Shandalar (a mtg openworld
singleplayer game) , which is like 20 years old and may be found somewhere on the internet - and which im now going to play
for like the 20th walkthrough ;). A very good turn-based fantasy strategy game! I love it!. Could not play it with Win 7 no matter
what I tried.
With Win 10 it WORKS NOW !

Thanks for a tiny bit of my childhood :D. This game is awsome if you like card games. Magic the Gathering and this one are
both classics. Graphics are a bit old, but the game itself is still enjoyable. I played it a lot many years ago, and its just good to do
it again.

If you have a bad/weak PC at your office, but still want to spend some time playing, while your boss is not looking, you should
try this. Solitaire is nothing compared to this game.

AI is remarkable. Developers of new games should take this as an example.. It's the one. Brilliant! Perfect game I've ever seen.
Nowadays It is so rare playing with true interest till the end.
Usually it gets boring and we just quit or forcing ourselves to finish it and play smth else.
But it's not about this game! I have enjoyed it in one go!
There are 5 campaigns with the best tactics which hard to describe. Better just try.
Etherlords II is unique. It's definitely RPG but with a twist. It has not only turn-based elements, but card system.
And here I've watched the end video of last campaign second time. That's it...
Although it feels a little bit blue. Yeah, I wanna more!
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